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It is fascinating for most of the LLC

owners to name their LLC after their

name so that they can grow their

personal brand. BAD? GOOD?

ORLANDO, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA, December 20, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- How to Operate

an LLC Under a Personal Name

It is fascinating for most of the LLC

owners to name their LLC after their

name so that they can grow their

personal brand. But this

personalization of the name of LLC to the name of an owner can limit the overall growth of

business and can confuse the customers also. 

American Samoa is the new

#1 place to set up your LLC

and Grow your Personal

Brand!”

Rachael Jones

When Nina Berenato added her personal name to her LLC

then the sales on her website and brick-and-mortar store

increased. 

She says that when she added her name to the LLC people

were able to identify the product through her as well which

felt a kind of emotional attachment between my brand and

my customers. This all happened when she changed the

name of LLC from Psyche Jewelry to Nina Berenato Jewelry operating under the Nina Berenato

Worldwide LLC. 

That was the right move at her end. But can this also work for individual company as well? Here

is what individuals need to understand that how to operate a LLC with a personal name, 

Situations When an LLC With a Personal Name Makes Sense 

People naming their LLC with their personal name is something that commonly happens across

http://www.einpresswire.com
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the globe especially when those

individuals are recognized as popular

personalities which can positively

impact on the product and image of

the business. A living example of this is

Amanda Terman LLC, which attracts

potential clients because of her voice

personality and perspective. 

She says creating my LLC with my

name was important to keep a

personal self deeply connected to the

professional brand which emerged as a

unique identity with the creative

business line where I work. And this

has never affected my personal assets

by keeping legal protections that my

LLC offers. 

Keri Calabrese who is a photographer

that there are several people who

name their businesses after

themselves because they are selling

some kind of high value skill but she

was reluctant to follow the first steps of

those because she thought she wanted

to create something bigger than

herself.  

Initially, she used her personal name for her LLC as Callie James Photography, but she realized

that people were calling her by the same name because they thought it was her real name which

was a kind of confusing for people. 

Here the important thing to note is that this makes sense when the owner has a personal

reputation and popularity in a particular area in digitally which can positively impact the LLC,

which is named after him or her. For example, if there is an athlete who is famous for his

amazing performance in the field and he or she starts an LLC with her personal name attached

to it then chances are he/she will see amazing growth as compared to someone who is hardly

known in a particular area/field.  

What to Watch Out For  

Adding a personal name to a LLC can backfire if the name is hard to spell or pronounce. Or it is

https://llc.as.gov/havellc
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something commonly used in the area

which may confuse people to actually

distinguish between a LLC brand and

other common individuals around the

area. Even if a individual decides to add

their name make sure that it projects

something like this Empire Electronics

Design by Jane Doe LLC. This actually

explains that what the company does

and who is the owner but can't simply

write "Jane Doe LLC". 

Bradley Stevens CEO of LLC Formation,

says that if a name is too close to the

brand then chances are people will

consider it as a one man show instead

of a good brand. 

Business consultant Jessica Dennehy of

Pivot and Slay advises entrepreneurs

and startups to avoid attaching

personal name to the LLC. She says

that most people want to create an

entity that progresses to the point

where the founder can turn it over the

new leadership and this progression

can be difficult to accomplish if the

brand identity of the company is the

name of the owner. 

Due to these reasons attorney Ugo

Lord frequently suggests to his clients

that they establish the LLC in their

personal name for the goal of limiting

their legal liability, but run the business

under a DBA?doing business

as?instead ?under an alternative name.

Whenever a customer tells me they

want to use their name but are scared

to run public ads in their own name, I

normally offer this strategy, He

claims.



Keep personal accounts and activity distinct from the business entity under individual names,

especially when signing documents on the corporation's behalf.  

The ideal approach is to always sign as Michael Brown on behalf of Michael Brown LLC to

prevent any problems, says Weinstein + Klein business lawyer Damien H. Weinstein. This dispels

any claims that Michael Brown personally took on the entity's debts or liabilities.  

American Samoa the #1 State/Territory in the USA to setup a LLC

When forming an LLC in American Samoa, people only have to file one document with the

Secretary of State’s office. This document is called the Articles of Incorporation. 

There is no need to file separate documents for each member of the LLC, as is required in some

other states. This one-stop application process makes forming an LLC in American Samoa easy

and efficient.

No Third Party Registered Agent Required

Another advantage of forming an LLC in American Samoa is that they are not required to have a

third-party registered agent. 

A registered agent is a person or company that agrees to accept legal documents on behalf of

the LLC. In most states, people must have a registered agent for their LLC, but this is different in

American Samoa. This can save people time and money. 

American Samoa, LLCs are not required to list their owners’ names or addresses. Therefore, this

Anonymous LLC status protects the privacy of the LLC’s owners.

An American Samoa LLC is available to anyone/anywhere in the world to anyone who want to

open an LLC in the USA! The process is simple and Easy at Official Government site llc.as.gov!”—

Doug GilmoreANAHEIM, CA, USA, December 5, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The Many Benefits of

Forming an LLC in American Samoa

Setting up a Limited Liability Company (LLC) in American Samoa has many benefits. Some

benefits include confidentiality for the LLC’s owner, protection of LLC assets, a one-stop

application process, and the ability to transfer ownership of the LLC.

Setting up a Limited Liability Company (LLC) in American Samoa has many benefits. Some

benefits include confidentiality for the LLC’s owner, protection of LLC assets, a one-stop

application process, and the ability to transfer ownership of the LLC. 

Confidentiality for the LLC Owner

One of the most significant advantages of forming an LLC in American Samoa is the amount of

confidentiality it affords the LLC’s owner. In most states, the personal information of LLC owners

is publicly available. 

However, in American Samoa, LLCs are not required to list their owners’ names or addresses.

Therefore, this Anonymous LLC status protects the privacy of the LLC’s owners.

More information can be found at https://llc.as.gov.

LLC Asset Protection

Another advantage of forming an LLC in American Samoa is its asset protection. In most states, if

https://llc.as.gov
https://llc.as.gov/llcassets


creditors seize an LLC’s assets, those assets are subject to public auction. However, in American

Samoa, creditors are not allowed to seize or attach assets belonging to an LLC. This means

personal assets are safe even if creditors seize business assets.

Final Thought

There are many reasons why people should consider forming their Limited Liability Company

(LLC)in American Samoa.

Some of these reasons include confidentiality for the LLC’s owner, protection of LLC assets, a

one-stop application process, and the ability to transfer ownership of the LLC. When people

weigh all of the benefits, it’s easy to see why American Samoa is considered the best state for

LLCholders.

Another great 

For more information visit https://LLc.as.gov
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